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In recognition of the many accomplishments of the past year, some
impressive and others more dubious, we pay tribute to DEC, HP,
MIPS, Sun, IBM, and others that announced new RISC processors.

Editorial: So Where’s the Shakeout? ...............................................3
Although many observers have predicted the demise of various
microprocessor architectures, the shakeout is occurring more slowly
than expected. While some fall by the wayside, six major vendors
are still thriving.
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DeskStation shows low-cost R4000 system; AMD expanding fab in
anticipation of 486…while Intel continues record spending; Hitachi
licenses Rambus interface technology; IBM to develop PowerPC note-
book with Tadpole; LSI Logic and Dolphin to collaborate on SCI; Intel
announces open licensing of PCI patents.
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Several major vendors are now offering products using fuzzy-logic
technology. Some allow fuzzy-logic software to run on standard
microprocessors, while others provide hardware optimized for fuzzy
logic.

EISA Chip Sets Emerge for High-End PC Systems....................14
A look at the chip sets available for EISA bus interfaces. In the wake
of Intel’s 82350 chip set, companies such as ETEQ, OPTi, SiS,
Symphony, and Texas Instruments currently offer similar products.
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A touching holiday story about the art of exchanging gifts.
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